
Gr. 6:  Trees and Forest Study Guide 
 
1. I can…Identify reasons why trees and forests are 

valued. 
Understand and explain the following terms: 

- Habitat 
- Ecosystem 
- Producers, Consumers, Decomposers 
- Biotic and Abiotic 

 

2. I can…Describe kinds of plants and animals found 

living on, under and among trees; and identify how 

trees affect and are affected by those living things. 
- Forest Levels 
- Role of Decomposers (conks, lichens and fungus) 

 

3. I can…Describe the role of trees in nutrient 

cycles and in the production of oxygen. 
- Nutrient cycle 
- Water Cycle 
- Photosynthesis 

 

4. I can…Distinguish trees from other plants, and 

characteristics that distinguish deciduous from 

coniferous trees. 
- Describe characteristics that make a tree a tree (not a plant) 
- Describe the parts of a tree 
- Describe the parts of a leaf 
- Explain the difference between coniferous and deciduous 
- Leaf Classification (Leaf shapes, leaf arrangements, branching patterns 

and the overall form of a tree) 
 



5. I can…Interpret the growth of a young tree, 

examine each year’s growth, and locate scars that 

separate old and new growth. 
- Tree rings (annual rings) - Close tree rings – poor growing conditions.  

Far tree rings – good growing conditions. 
- Trees form new wood in the spring and summer (Springwood is lighter 

than summerwood) 
- Growth of rings is affected by (Weather, amount of growing space, soil 

condition, insect attacks, fire.) 
- Know how to read the tree rings to tell the history of the tree. 
-  

6. I can…Identify human uses of forests, and compare 

modern and historical patterns of use. 

7. I can…Identify human actions that enhance or 

threaten the existence of forests. 

- Enhance  
o Federal or provincial parks, Wilderness protection and/or animal 

sanctuaries 
o Reforestation (natural regeneration, direct seeding, plant 

seedlings 
- Threats  

o Logging, timber, paper and pulp production, fires, Human 
Recreational use 

8. I can identify some of the issues facing Alberta 
forests 

- Clear- cutting vs Selective Cutting 
- Air Pollution & Acid Rain 
- New Developments  
- Controlling invading species 


